
COMPACT

	� VLAN management

	� SD card slot on the back, for saving 
the configuration

	� NAT (Network Address Translation) 
for Non-ProfiNet switches

	� TIA portal integration via GSDML  
file for ProfiNet switches

	� Fast Gigabit data transfer rate

Switches perform central tasks in networks. As 
intelligent infrastructure components, they read 
incoming data and forward it to the port with the 
corresponding receiver.  

Murrelektronik’s IP20 Managed Switches allow 
Ethernet devices communicate with each other via 
network connections. They give the network the 
option of setting up different topologies, like star 
or tree. In addition, the switches can perform other 
tasks including error analysis or network diagnos-
tics. They optimize data transmission and provide 
network control through remote access.

The ProfiNet connection in the switch and config-
uration tool integration (TIA Portal via a GSDML 
file) simplify installation. Equipped with the latest 
Gigabit technology, your network is ready to handle 
future increases in data volumes.

Our IP20 Managed Switches are available with 
or without ProfiNet, the open Industrial Ethernet 
standard for automation. ProfiNet uses TCP/IP and 
IT standards and enables the integration of fieldbus 
systems.

XELITY IP20 MANAGED GIGABIT SWITCHES – 
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Description Part-No.

Managed 4 Port Switch 58820 

Managed 4 Port Switch with ProfiNet 58821

Description Part-No.

Managed 6 Port Switch 58822 

Managed 6 Port Switch with ProfiNet 58823

Description Part-No.

Managed 8 Port Switch 58824 

Managed 8 Port Switch with ProfiNet 58825

Xelity switches are produced at our Oppenweiler 
headquarters. This guarantees a high-quality 
product as we strive for a zero-defect strategy in 
all production areas. We are continually investing 
in machines, systems and quality control in order 
to further develop and improve our technical 
processes. Through supplier integration, robust 
processes and implementation of process  
optimization measures, we create the world-
class, technologically advanced products you 
have come to know and love.

MADE IN  
GERMANY

Visit our website, murrelektronik.com, or online 
shop, shop.murrelektronik.com, to learn more about 
our switches.
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